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IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (SADAR)
  TINSUKIA

Present: S. Sultana, AJS

      SDJM(S), Tinsukia

GR CASE NO. 128/2012

U/S 147/148/149/294/325/427 OF IPC

State of Assam

Vs

    1. Bubul Boruah

    2. Ranjit Dutta

    3. Pradip Dutta

    4. Naren Boruah

    5. Smti.Pesami Gogoi

    6. Smti. Dher Dheri Gogoi

    7. Smti. Phula Boruah

    8. Smti. Minakhi Boruah

                                                      

……....ACCUSED

Advocate for prosecution: Learned Banti Hazarika

Advocate for defence: Learned Diganta Bora

Charge framed on: 05-07-2012

Date Of Evidence:     10-10-2012, 25-10-2012, 09-11-2012,

05-03-2013, 09-04-2013,14-05-2013,

14-07-2014,02-08-2016 & 11-10-2017.

Date Of Argument: 30-07-2019, 09-08-2019, 05-09-2019

Date Of Judgment: 20-09-2019
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JUDGMENT

1. The  prosecution  case  succinctly  is  that  informant  Smti.  Bibha

Gogoi  on 24.01.2012 lodged an ejahar stating that  on the same day

itself at about 3pm when her husband was not at home, accused Bubul

Baruah of the same village after having alcohol, taking dao in his hands

and by using obscene words entered into her house  and  had beaten

her  and  her  son  Biren  Gogoi.  Informant  further  alleged  that  in  the

meantime  informant's  husband  Ananta  Gogoi  and  her  brother  Lalit

Chutia  arrived  there  and they  were  trying  to  prevent  accused Bubul

Baruah from beating informant and her son and then about one hundred

people gathered there and had broken the house of informant and had

also beaten informant and rest of them for which they sustained injuries.

Thus, the above facts and  circumstances led to the filing of the instant

complaint and set the prosecution case in motion.

2. Based  on  the  ejahar,  Phillobari  P.S  Case  No.13/2012  u/s

147/148/149/294/326/427  IPC  was  registered.  After  completion  of

investigation,  Investigating  Officer  submitted  charge-sheet  against

accused person namely Bubul Baruah, Ranjit Dutta, Pradip Dutta, Naren

Boruah, Smti.Pesami Gogoi,Smti. Dher Dheri Gogoi, Smti. Phula Boruah,

Smti.  Minakhi  Boruah  u/s  147/148/149/294/325/427  IPC  for  their

prosecution under the aforesaid sections of law.

3. Relevant copies of documents were furnished to above mentioned

accused  persons  as  per  provision  of  law.  Charge  u/s

147/148/149/294/325/427 IPC was framed, read over and explained to

accused to which accused persons pleaded not guilty and claimed to be

tried.

4. In this instant case, 9 (Nine) prosecution witnesses (hereinafter

referred  to  as  PWs)  were  summoned,  examined-in-chief  and  cross

examined by defence except for PW2, PW3 and PW6.
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5. All the accused persons submitted written statement which was

considered sufficient to comply with provisions of  section 313 CrPC .

Defence  did  not  tender  any  evidence  in  its  support  and  denied  the

allegations brought against it. I have heard arguments advanced by both

sides, with each side trying to establish its stand. I have also perused

the entire case record.

 Accused Bubul Baruah expired on 10.02.19 and the case was abated

against him vide order dated 15.05.19.

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:

6. The points of determinations are as follows:-

(i) Whether  accused  persons  on  24.01.2012 at  about  3pm  being

members of unlawful assembly, in prosecution of their common object

used force and violence and thereby committed an offence u/s 147 IPC?

(ii) Whether  accused  persons  on  24.01.2012 at  about  3pm rioted

armed with deadly weapon and thereby committed an offence u/s 148

IPC?

(iii) Whether accused persons on  24.01.2012 at about 3pm uttered

any obscene word in or near any public place against the informant and

thereby committed an offence u/s 294 IPC?

(iv) Whether  the  accused  persons  on  24.01.2012  at  about  3pm

voluntarily  caused grievous  hurt  to  the informant’s  husband and her

brother  and thereby committed an offence u/s 325 IPC?

(v) Whether  accused  persons  on  24.01.2012  at  about  3pm  by

mischief caused damage to the informant above an amount of Rs. 50/-

and thereby committed an offence u/s 427 IPC?

(vi) Whether  accused  persons  on  24.01.2012 at  about  3pm  being

member of an unlawful assembly in prosecution of their common object

committed the above mentioned offences and thereby committed and

offence u/s 149 IPC?
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REASONS, DISCUSSIONS & DECISIONS THEREOF:

7. I  have  perused  the  entire  case  record  in  details.  It  is  to  be

mentioned here that  a cross case has  been filed against  informant’s

husband and brother who are victim in this case by the accused person

Bubul Baruah’s wife, the case no. being GR case no.127/2012. In the GR

case no.127/12 it has been alleged that it was accused Ananta Gogoi

and Lalit Chetia who are victims in this case who assaulted and caused

grievous injury to accused Bubul Baruah of this case. This instant case

and GR case no. 127/2012 were tried together. I have also perused GR

case no.127/2012 while deciding this instant case as  the ejahar of both

the cases  were lodged on the same day. 

8. To arrive at a conclusion  I have gone through the evidence of all

the PWs one after another.

9.   PW-1 Smti. Bibha Gogoi who is the informant has deposed in

her evidence that she knows the all the accused persons. PW1 deposed

that  the  incident  occurred  on  24.01.2012  at  around  2pm.  When  the

incident occurred, PW1 and her husband were at home. PW1 deposed

that at that time her younger brother Lalit Chutia came to their house

and she was  preparing  tea for her  brother. PW1 deposed that at that

time, all the accused persons except accused Minakhi came to the house

of informant. Accused Pradip Dutta, Ranjit Dutta, Bubul Baruah, Naren

Baruah, Bhugeswar Gayan and Bhugeswar Tanti entered from the front

side and other accused persons entered her house from the backside of

the house. The accused persons started shouting. PW1 further deposed

that accused Ranjit Dutta asked PW1 to give the land documents file

otherwise they would burnt the house by pouring petrol. PW1 deposed

that she informed police over phone and police arrived. Accused Bubul

Baruah also came along with police and he pelted stone on the door and

the window  made up of bamboo, and dressing mirror got broken. PW1

deposed that  they were hiding inside the house by closing doors, but

when police asked them to open the door, they had opened the door.

Accused Naren Baruah, Bubul Baruah, Minaram Dutta, Bhugeswar Gayan

and others came and entered their house. PW1 deposed that accused

persons  dragged  her  husband  to  the  courtyard  and  accused  Naren

Baruah, Bubul Baruah hit her husband on his head and hand with dao

and accused Khagen Dutta hit her husband with iron rod. PW1 deposed
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that accused Peshami Gogoi, Bina Dutta, Putali Baruah, Pratima Dutta,

Popimatu  Baruah,  Mina  Gayan  had  caught  her.  PW1  deposed  that

accused Jun Dutta caught  her left hand, accused Deep Dutta caught

her right hand and accused Mina Gayan caught her hair from backside

and dragged her to the courtyard. Mina and Jun Dutta beat her on her

head with bamboo sticks. Peshami Gogoi beat on her back with bamboo

sticks, Dherdheri Gogoi also beat her with bamboo sticks. PW1 deposed

that Punimai Barua and Bina tore her clothes, later both of them slapped

her. The incident occurred infront of officer Prafulla Deka but he did not

oppose.  All  the  men  and  police  were  present  there  and  they  were

watching  the  incident.  PW1  also  deposed  that  later  Prafulla  Deka

entered them in the house and closed the door. At that time their son

arrived from school and accused Janmoni Dutta, Junti Dutta dragged him

and beat him for which he sustained injury on his back. PW1 deposed

that one battalion person had carried him to inside the house and when

hue and cry increased, he rang O/C. Police arrived and they opened the

door. Later, ejahar was lodged in the police station.

In her cross examination, PW1 has deposed that accused Bubul Baruah

had lodged a case against her husband and her brother which was still

pending in the Court. On the next day of occurrence, all  the accused

persons  were arrested by police  and they were remanded to  judicial

custody and later on the accused persons were released on bail.

In rest of her cross examination, PW1 has denied the suggestions put by

the defence.

PW-2 Kanhayalal Yadav has deposed in his evidence that he knows

informant and victim. PW2 knows the accused. PW2 also  deposed that

the incident occurred  5-6 months ago from the date of recording his

evidence. PW2 deposed that on the day of incident, at about 3pm when

he was coming in a Truck carrying soil by the side of house of victim

Ananta Gogoi, he had seen a huge gathering of public infront of Ananta

Gogoi's house. PW2 had also seen that police arrived after some time.

PW2 deposed that he does not know for what reason there was hue and

cry infront of Ananta Gogoi's house. After that also PW2 could not get

any information regarding this incident.
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Cross examination of PW2 has been declined by defence.

PW-3  Ranjeet  Gogoi has  deposed  in  his  evidence  that  he  knows

informant and accused. PW3  deposed that he has forgotten the date of

occurrence. PW3 also deposed that at the time of the incident, which

took place one year ago from the date of recording his evidence, he was

at market and after returning home he had seen that there gathered

many people. PW3 deposed that he does not know anything about the

incident.

Cross examination of PW3 has been declined by defence.

PW4/Victim Ananta Gogoi has deposed in his evidence that informant

is his wife. PW4 also deposed that he knows all the accused persons who

were present in the dock. PW4 also deposed that the incident occurred

on 24.1.12 at his house and at the time of incident, his wife, their two

daughters  Baby and Huwala and two sons  Jatin Gogoi and Biren Gogoi

and  one Lalit Chetia were present in his house. PW4 deposed that all

the accused persons gheraoed  the house of victim from all sides and in

the  gateway   accused  Ranjit  Dutta,  Pradip  Dutta,  Minaram  Dutta,

Bhugeswar  Gayan  and  Naren  Baruah  were  standing  and  asked

victim/PW4 to bring the file  which contained details of his 14 bigha land

at Gouripur. PW4 deposed that Minaram Dutta and Ranjit Dutta told this

and they also told that if PW4 does not give the papers of the lands,

then they  would burn  the house pf  PW4 by  pouring petrol.  Minaram

Dutta  also  asked PW4 for  the  land  documents  of  the  land  on  which

PW4’s house existed and told him that  police officials  of  their  police

station were with accused persons. PW4 deposed that since the house

was gheraoed by accused persons, he entered into the house and after

closing the door rang O/C Prafulla Deka of Phillobari Police Station and

since O/C did not receive his phone, so he rang Advocate Lila Upadhay.

Later on Lila Upadhay rang police and police arrived. Before arrival of

police, Bubul after having alcohol, hit the  bamboo gate by his head and

removed the bamboo fencing of  PW4’s house.  After  that,  Bhugeswar

Tanti and Bhugeswar Gayan cut the bamboo gate by daos and after that

threw the  bamboo  gate.  At  that  time,  police  arrived  and along  with
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police the accused also came to the frontyard. In presence of police,

accused Bubul Baruah threw the big stone which was kept for Naamghar

by PW4 and it hit the door of PW4’s house. As a result, the  stone struck

the photo of Maha Bishnu which was kept in  front of the house of PW4

and it  fell  down and got  broken.  PW4 deposed that  thereafter,  Jantu

Bora, Akoni Saikia of Sengelijan Majgaon, Doukan Neog, Janmoni Dutta

etc. pelted stone  from the backside of the house. PW4 also deposed

that he forgot some names due to injury sustained in his head. Accused

persons  cut  bamboo  fencings  which  surrounded  the  house,  banana

trees,  betel  nut  trees  and backside of  the  house and Satyajit  Dutta,

Ganesh Gogoi, Dimbeswar Gayan were amongst them. VDP Secretary

Khagen Dutta asked police to help. PW4 deposed that then OC Prafulla

Deka asked him to open the door and he opened the door and then

Khagen  Dutta  entered  in  the  house  along  with  Sinaram  Dutta,

Bhogeswar  Gayan  and  Bhogeswar  Tanti.  PW4  deposed  that  after

entering the house, in presence of police Minaram Dutta and Bhogeswar

Gayan caught his hands  and Naren Baruah punched him and for which

one of his teeth got broken. Thereafter, Bhogeswar Gayan and Minaram

Dutta caught his hands and pulled him to outside and Bhogswar Tanti

pushed him from backside and Bubul Baruah hit him on his head with a

dao for which PW4 sustained grievous injury and had nine stitches for

the same. PW4 deposed that Bhogeswar Gayan cut his  knee with dao,

Minaram Dutta cut PW4’s under knee and as a result of it, PW4 fell down

and he saw  few women who were beating his wife. PW4 also deposed

that  Mina  Dutta,  Putuli  Dutta  and  other  women  beat  his  wife  after

forcefully stripping her clothes. PW4 deposed that he hugged her wife to

save her from feeling ashamed. Then O/C Prafulla Deka separated them.

Thereafter, they had gone inside and saw that their son Biren Gogoi was

not there. Later PW4 came to know that Janmoni Dutta, Akoni Saikia

and Jantu Dutta had taken away his son by cutting the bamboo wall of

the house. PW4 deposed that when  his wife told that 'Mur lora lagibo',

then one police man brought their son and from him he came to know

about this. There was injury mark in his body.  Thereafter, C.I. arrived.

One O/C named Nabin Pageda also arrived. C.I. shouted on O/C Prafulla

Deka that in his presence how this incident took place. PW4 deposed

that thereafter C.I. had taken him,  his wife and their son to Phillobari
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Hospital  and medically  examined them and later  they were  taken to

police station.

PW4 has further deposed that Khagen Dutta hit him with an iron rod in

his right hand and head, Peshami Gogoi hit him with stick  on his waist.

PW4 deposed that the C.I. provided police security in their house upto

24 days from the day of incident and police examined them in the police

station. O/C Prafulla Deka had given a proposal that  the land will be of

PW4 and those who beat him they will be punished and for that PW4 had

to pay Rs.20,000/-, but PW4 told that he will not pay a single paisa. PW4

deposed that many people under leadership of accused Nagen Dutta

gheraoed  the  police  station  and  wanted  to  take  them out  of  police

station.  The  people  told  O/C  that  they  required  the  land  for  football

playground. PW4 deposed that the ejahar was lodged by them on the

day of incident itself. Then O/C Prafulla Deka told PW4 that Bubul Baruah

had lodged a false ejahar against PW4 stating  that PW4 had cut him

and  therefore,  to  save  PW4  from  the  people  who  gheraoed  police

station, the O/C arrested him and sent to jail hajot. PW4 deposed that on

13.09.1990 one Ramdev Prasad had taken land from him in exchange of

other land and assured for  government service to one of the family

members of PW4 and later Ramdev Prasad could not provide any land in

exchange  as  earlier  it  was  agreed  between  them.   Thereafter,  the

hospital was not constructed  on the land and Khagen Dutta took over

possession  the  land.  When  O/C  inquired,  Khagen  Dutta  had  given

statement on 17.01.2012 that he will leave the land. After seven days,

Khagen  Dutta  and  boys  of  Sanjivani  Yuva  Sangha  made  a  mutual

understanding that 7 bigha land will be given to him and rest  land will

be  used  for  playground.  On  14.1.12,  Ramdev  Prasad  was  made  the

president for the land  and PW4 was invited to preside over the land but

he was busy in Sakam.

In his cross examination, PW4 has deposed that accused Bubul Baruah

has filed a case against him and the case was pending in the Court and

in that case police arrested him and sent to jail hajot.

In rest of his cross examination, PW4 has denied the suggestions put by

the defence.
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PW5 Biren Gogoi  has deposed in his evidence that informant is his

mother. PW5 knows all the accused persons who were present or absent

in the dock. PW5 deposed that the incident occurred on last 24.01.12 at

around 2pm in their house and at the time of incident his mother, father

and maternal  uncle Lalit  Chutia were present in the house. PW5 also

deposed that at the time of incident, he  just arrived from his school and

he was having  rice when accused Bubul Boruah, Pradip Dutta, Ranjit

Dutta, Mrinal Dutta came to their house and they pelted stones (which

were stored for making 'Naamghar') in the front doors and windows of

their house. PW5 deposed that one policeman namely Deka came and

asked his father “ O Gogoi darjakhon khulok”. PW5 deposed that since

his mother asked him to hide under bed  so he had hidden under bed.

PW5 deposed that by cutting front walls of their house Akoni Saikia, Junti

Dutta and Janmoni Dutta has dragged him to road. PW5 deposed that

Akoni Saikia had tied him  in his mouth and kicked on  his chest. Then

Minakhi Baruah and Kanay Yadav asked them “Kiyo haru loratuk mari

aso, eri de” but Akoni Saikia kicked Minakhi Baruah. PW5 deposed that

Junti and Janmoni caught hold of his neck and threw him for which he

became senseless. PW5 deposed that his mother  told him that  one

battalion person brought him to bed and at night at about 8pm-9pm he

regained his senses.

PW5 deposed that  later he heard that Pesami, Dherdheri, Putali, Phul

and Dipa dragged his mother  for which his mother sustained injuries on

her back. PW5 deposed that he heard from his father that Naren Baruah

punched on the nose of his father and Bhugeswar Tanti hit his father on

the leg with a dao, Bubul Baruah hit the fingers of his father with a iron

rod, Khagen Dutta hit his father on the back of his head with the branch

of a tree. PW5 deposed that  he heard about these attacks on his father

later on. PW5 deposed that accused Minakhi Baruah is innocent and the

policeman  named Deka  has  falsely  implicated  her  in  this  case.  PW5

deposed that due to pelting stone by Uma Baruah,  his maternal uncle

Lalit Chutia sustained injury on his calf . Police did not examine PW5.

In rest of his cross examination, PW5 has denied the suggestions  put by

the defence.
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In his re-examination, PW5 has deposed that the signature which was  in

the Ext-2  was not his signature.

PW-6 Phanidhar Baruah has deposed in his evidence that he knows

informant  and victim.  PW6 deposed  that  he  does  not  know accused

persons. PW3  deposed that he could not remember in which year the

incident  occurred.  Incident  occurred  in  the  forenoon in  the  house  of

Ananta. At the time of incident, PW6 was at home. PW6 deposed that

after  getting  the  news  in  newspaper,  he  came  to  the  place  of

occurrence.  PW6 had seen that  the house wall  of  Ananta  Gogoi  was

broken and there were 3 nos of tea plants and  stones etc were lying

inside the house of Ananta Gogoi. PW6 asked Ananta Gogoi that who

had beaten him.  PW6 deposed that  Ananta Gogoi  told  the names of

accused persons to him but he could not remember the names. PW6

deposed that he had seen no injury in the body of Ananta and Ananta

was his own brother.

Cross examination of PW6 has been declined by defence.

PW7 Lalit Chutia who is the other victim has deposed in his evidence

that  informant was  his  elder  sister  and victim Ananta  Gogoi  was  his

brother  in  law.  PW7 knows  accused  Pradip  Dutta,  Bubul  Baruah  and

Ranjit  Dutta  but  he  does  not  know  the  other  accused  persons.  The

incident occurred on 24.01.12 at about 1pm and on that day he went to

his brother in law Ananta Gogoi's house to invite for rituals (Sakam) at

his house. PW7 deposed that at that time only his brother in law was

there in the house alone but his elder sister was not there. When PW7

entered in the house, his brother in law went to prepare tea and at that

time few men came there and shouted. PW7 had seen accused Pradip

Dutta and Bubul Baruah at the time of incident. PW7 deposed that the

accused persons pelted stones and asked his brother in law to come out

from the house. There was a quarrel  between them for land dispute.

When PW7 went to enter his motorcycle inside the house which was kept

in the verandah, one stone fell on his leg and he got hurt. Thereafter,

few people armed with sticks, dao came and he asked one advocate

whose surname was Upadhay to inform the matter in the police station
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and accordingly when the advocate informed, police arrived at the place

of occurrence. PW7 deposed that Ananta Gogoi sustained injury on his

hands,  knee  and   head.  PW7  deposed  that  Pradip  Dutta  and  Bubul

Baruah had beaten up Ananta Gogoi and at the time of incident, when

wife of Ananta Gogoi was returning from the garden of PW4, accused

persons beat her up which PW7 had seen from inside the house. PW7

deposed that after arrival of police, police had chased away the persons

who pelted stones and had taken PW7 and others to police station. PW7

wrote the ejahar and his elder sister (informant) had filed it in the police

station. Police had taken them to hospital  for medical examination  and

police recorded his statement.

In his cross examination, PW7 has deposed that accused Bubul Boruah

had instituted a case against them and in that case his brother in law

Ananta Gogoi was sent to jail. PW7 had written the ejahar  as he was

taught how to write ejahar  by O/C of the police station. At the time of

medical examination PW7 told that he was injured by stone.

In rest of his cross examination, PW7 has denied the suggestions  put by

the defence.

PW8 Dr. Gautam Pratim Dutta has deposed in his evidence that on

24.01.2012 he was posted as Medical Officer (Ayey) at Phillobari State

Dispensary. PW8 also deposed that on that at 5:45pm he examined Biren

Gogoi, 13 years, son of Mr. Ananta Gogoi on police requisition and on

examination,  he  found  no  mark  of  external  injury  at  the  time  of

examination. 

PW 8 also deposed that on the same day at 5:55pm he examined Sri

Lalit Chutia on police requisition and on examination, he found no any

mark of external injury at the time of examination. 

PW8 further deposed that on the same day at 6:10pm he examined Mrs.

Bibha Gogoi on police requisition and on examination he found no any

mark of external injury at the time of examination.

However, PW8 deposed that on the same day at 6:25pm PW8 examined

Sri Ananta Gogoi on police requisition and on examination he found the

following injuries:

1. A sharp cut injury measuring about 20cm in length X 5cm in breadth
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X 5cm in depth in right knee,

2. A sharp  cut injury measuring about 15cm in length X 6cm in breadth

X 3cm in depth on right ankle.

3.  A sharp  cut injury on head (4inch away from left ear) measuring

about 20cm in length X 4cm in bredth X 5cm in depth.

PW8 deposed that in his opinion all the injuries were simple in nature

caused by sharp cutting weapon. All the above persons were examined

on police requisition of Phillobari PS dated 24.01.2012.

In  his  cross  examination,  PW8  has  deposed  that  in  their  hospital  a

Medico Legal Register was maintained and Ext.6 was an extract copy of

the said Medico legal register. PW8 deposed that he did not mention the

date when the Ext.6 was prepared and in Ext.6 it was not written as

“Certified to be true copy”. PW8 deposed that in Ext.6 and Ext.7 the

case  number  of  G.D.Entry  number  was  not  mentioned.  PW8  also

deposed  that  he  did  not  give  any  opinion  in  his  report  vide  Ext.6

regarding the injuries nor did he mention about the age of the injury in

Ext-6. PW8 deposed that he did not bring the Medico legal register in the

Court which was maintained in their hospital.

PW9 Prafulla Kr. Deka who is the Investigating Officer of this case, has

deposed in his evidence that on 24.01.2012 he was posted at Phillobari

PS as attached officer. On that day, Smti. Bibha Gogoi lodged an ejahar

before  the  O/C,   Phillobari  PS  and  on  the  basis  of  the  said  ejahar,

Phillobari  PS  case  No.13/2012  u/s  147/148/149/294/326/427  IPC  was

registered by the  O/C,  Phillobari PS and the case was endorsed to PW9

for  investigation.  PW9  deposed  that  after  taking  over  charge  of

investigation, PW9 opened the case diary and recorded the statement of

complainant  Smti.  Bibha  Gogoi.  PW9  referred  the  injured  Sri  Ananta

Gogoi, Sri Lalit Chetia, Sri Biren Gogoi and the complainant Bibha Gogoi

to  Phillobari  State  Dispensary  for  medical  treatment.  Thereafter  PW9

visited the place of occurrence situated at Gouripur Gaon, Phillobari and

after inspecting the place of occurrence he drew up the sketch map of

the place of occurrence. PW9 examined the other witnesses at the place

of  occurrence.  Thereafter  PW9  went  in  search  of  accused  persons

involved in the occurrence of this case but he did not find any of them at
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their respective houses. PW9 deposed that he made several attempts to

apprehend the accused persons but since they were absconding from

their respective houses, none of them could be apprehended inspite of

his best efforts. PW9 collected the medical examination reports Ext.6,

Ext.4,  Ext.3  and  Ext.5  from  Phillobari  State  Dispensary.  During  the

course  of  investigation,  PW9  found  sufficient  materials  against  the

accused persons namely Bubul Baruah, Ranjit Dutta, Pradip Dutta, Noren

Boruah,  Smti.  Pesami  Gogoi,  Smti.  Dherdheri  Gogoi  @ Nigami,  Smti.

Phula Boruah and Smti.  Minakhi Boruah u/s 147/148/149/294/325/427

IPC  and  accordingly,  PW9  submitted  charge-sheet  against  the  said

accused persons by showing them as absconders.

In his cross examination, PW9 has deposed that the accused persons,

victims and the complainant are of same village, so they were known to

each others. In the ejahar the name of  only one person is mentioned.

PW9 deposed that there were many houses near the place of occurrence

but they refused to be witness of the case. There is no any reference of

case number or GD entry number in the medical reports of the victims.

PW9 further deposed that PW1 Smti. Bibha Gogoi did not state before

him that accused Ranjit Dutta and Pradip Dutta asked her to produce

land documents before them, otherwise they would burn her house by

pouring petrol. PW9 also deposed that PW1 did not state before him that

accused Bubul Baruah abused her by using filthy language. PW1 also did

not state before PW9 that at the time of arrival of police, the accused

persons also entered into her house and accused Bubul Boruah pelted

stone on the door of her house and he also had broken the windows,

dressing glass, almirah etc of her house. PW1 also did not state before

PW9 that along with  police the accused persons namely Naren Boruah,

Bubul Boruah, Minaram Dutta, Bhugeswar Gayan entered into her house

and  dragged  her  husband  out  of  her  house  and  the  accused  Naren

Boruah and Bubul Boruah gave dao blows on his hand, neck and head.

PW9 deposed that PW1 also did not state before him that the accused

persons  dragged  the  complainant  Bibha  Gogoi  out  of  her  house  by

pulling her hand and hairs and the accused Pesami Gogoi and Dherdheri

Gogoi assaulted her by a bamboo post on her back.  PW9 deposed that

PW1 also did not state before him that all the above incident took place
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before the I.O. of this case but the said I.O. did not raise any objection.

PW9 has further deposed that PW4 Ananta Gogoi did not state before

him that  accused Ranjit Dutta, Pradip Dutta and Naren Boruah asked

him to produce land documents of 14 bighas situated at Gouripur before

them,  otherwise  they  would  burn  his  house.  PW4 also  did  not  state

before PW9 that at the arrival of police  the accused persons came to

their house and in presence of police accused Bubul Boruah pelted stone

to the door of his house as a result of which the photo frame of God

hanged above his door and his dressing table got broken. PW4 also did

not state before PW9 that accused Naren Baruah had given a fist blow to

him as a result of which his one tooth was broken. PW4 also did not state

before PW9 that accused Bubul Boruah had inflicted cut injury on his

head for which he received 9 stitches.

PW9 has further deposed that PW5 Biren Gogoi did not state before him

that when he sat for taking meal in his house, at that time the accused

persons namely Bubul Boruah, Pradip Dutta, Ranjit Dutta, Mrinal Dutta

came to his house and by taking the chip stones which were kept for

construction of house, pelted into their door and windows. PW5 also did

not state before PW9 that arising out of the same incident the accused

namely Pesami, Dherdheri, Putali, Phul and Dipa dragged his mother and

a result his mother sustained injuries on her back. PW5 also did not state

before PW9 that the accused Naren Boruah assaulted his father on his

nose for which he sustained injury. PW5 also did not state before PW9

that the accused Bubul Boruah had assulted him by an iron rod for which

he sustained injuries on his fingers.

PW9 has deposed that PW7 Lalit Chutia did not state before him that the

accused were pelting stone in his house of Mr. Gogoi and also induced

him and Mr. Gogoi to come out of their house and when they came out

of their house, he sustained injury on his leg due to pelting of stone by

the accused persons.

From the facts arising out of the same incident an another cross case

being GR No.127/12 has also been registered against the complainant

and victims of this instant case and the same was also investigated by

PW9. PW9 has also deposed that chargesheets of the both the cases

were submitted by him.
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In rest of his cross examination, PW9 has denied the suggestions put by

the defence.

10. I have perused the case record in details. 

In  this instant case,  out of the 9 PWs, PW2 Kanhaya Lal  Yadav,  PW3

Ranjit  Gogoi  and  PW6 Phanidhar  Baruah have  not  deposed  anything

material. 

PW8  Gautam  Pratim  Dutta  and  PW  9  Prafulla  Kumar  Deka  are  the

medical officer and I/O respectively.

Remaining PWs namely PW1 –Informant Smti. Bibha Gogoi, PW4 –victim

Ananta Gogoi , PW5-victim Biren Gogoi and PW7 –victim Lalit Chutia are

the vital witnesses who were present at the place of occurrence.

PW-1/Informant  has  deposed  that  she  was  present  at  the  place  of

occurrence when her brother PW7 Lalit Chutia came and she was about

to make tea for  him when accused Pradip Dutta,  Ranjit  Dutta,  Bubul

baruah, Naren Baruah, Bhogeswar Gayan and Bhogeswar Tanti entered

from the front side and other accused persons    entered her house  from

the backside of the house and the accused persons started shouting.

PW1 deposed that accused Bubul Baruah who came along with police,

pelted stone on the door and the window made up of bamboo and the

dressing mirror got broken. 

PW4 Ananta Gogoi corroborated this part of evidence of PW1 when he

deposed  that  in  presence  of  police,  accused

Bubul Baruah threw the big stone which was kept for Namghar by PW4

and it hit the doors of PW4’s house.

PW5  has  also  deposed  that  on  the  day  of  incident,  accused  Bubul

Baruah, Pradip Dutta and Ranjit Dutta  came to their house and they

pelted stone stored for making Namghar, in the front doors and windows

of the house.

PW7 Lalit Chutia  who was present at the time of incident has deposed

that he had seen accused Pradip Dutta and Bubul Baruah at the time of
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incident and the accused persons pelted stones and asked his brother in

law (PW4) to come out from the house.

With regard to offence u/s 427 IPC, the evidence of PW1, PW4, PW5 and

PW7 has  been corroborated  and the  seized  articles  as  mentioned in

Ext.2 (seizure list) shows seizure of one broken mirror. 

As such, I find that accused Bubul Baruah is found guilty of committing

an offence u/s  427 IPC.  However,  the said  PWs have not  specifically

deposed against rest of the accused persons of having committed an

offence u/s 427 IPC.

From the evidence of PW1, it is found that  accused Pradip Dutta, Ranjit

Dutta, Bubul Baruah, Naren Baruah , Pesami Gogoi and Dherdheri Gogoi

were present at the place of occurrence and except accused Minakhi all

the accused came to the house of PW1 at the time of incident. However,

PW1 is silent regarding accused Phula Baruah. 

PW4 Ananta Gogoi has deposed that on the date of incident accused

Bubul  Baruah,  Ranjit  Dutta,  Pradip  Dutta,  Pesami  Gogoi  and  Naren

Baruah were present at the place of occurrence. 

However,  PW4  is  silent  regarding  accused  Phula  Baruah,  accused

Dherdheri Gogoi, Minakhi Baruah in his evidence.

PW5  Biren  Gogoi  has  deposed  in  his  evidence  that  on  the  date  of

incident accused Bubul Baruah, Pradip Dutta , Ranjit Dutta came to their

house.  However,  PW5  has  deposed  that  accused  Minakhi  Baruah  is

innocent and has been falsely implicated in this case and he deposed

against accused Pesami, Dherdheri and Phul based on what he heard

from his father and it can be considered as hearsay evidence. 

From  his  own,  PW5  is  silent  with  regard  to  accused  Pesami  Gogoi,

Dherdheri Gogoi and Phula Baruah and Naren Baruah. 

PW7 Lalit Chutia who claims in his evidence that he  was present at the

time of  incident, has deposed that  he knows accused Pradip Dutta,

Bubul Baruah and Ranjit Dutta but he does not know the other accused

persons. PW7 is silent in his evidence regarding accused Naren Baruah,

Pesami Gogoi, Dherdheri Gogoi, Phula Baruah and Minakhi Baruah. 
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From the evidence of PW1, PW4, PW5 and PW7 it is found that these

PWs  have  deposed  unanimously  that  accused  Bubul  Baruah,  Pradip

Dutta, Ranjit  Dutta were present at the place of occurrence but their

evidence do not corroborate each other regarding the presence of other

accused persons. Based on the evidence, I find  accused Bubul Baruah,

Pradip Dutta and Ranjit Dutta were present at the place of occurrence

but from the seizure list exhibited as Ext.2 by prosecution it is found that

the basic requirement of ‘deadly weapon’ as mentioned in section 148

IPC has not  been fulfilled.  The seized articles were a stone weighing

300gm (approx), a piece of bamboo measuring two and half feet and

one broken mirror. 

Regarding the piece of broken mirror, PW1 , PW4, PW5 and PW7 have

nowhere mentioned in their  evidence that  the accused persons were

armed with the piece of mirror. Also the weapons as mentioned by the

said PWs mainly PW1, PW4 , PW5 and PW7 has not been seized by I/O.

The contradiction in the  evidence of  PW1, PW4, PW5 and PW7 with

regard to presence of all the accused persons, the kind of weapon used

by them, the kind of articles seized and non seizure of the weapons as

disclosed  in  evidence  raises  a  doubt  and  casts  a  shadow  on  the

prosecution evidence. As such, I find that the evidence on record is not

crystal  clear  to  convict  the  accused  persons  including  Pradip  Dutta,

Ranjit Dutta and Bubul Baruah u/s 147/148/149 IPC.

With regard to section 325 IPC, though PW4 victim Ananta Gogoi has

deposed that he was punched by accused Naren Baruah for which one of

his teeth got broken and accused Bubul Baruah hit him with a dao on his

head for which he sustained grievous injuries and has 9 stitches but

from the  medical  report  exhibited  as  Ext.6  it  is  seen  that  PW4 was

examined and the injuries sustained by him were on the right knee, right

ankle and a sharp cut injury on his head.

The Ext.6 does not disclose anything with regard to tooth of PW4 but

Ext.6 discloses that a sharp cut injury was found on head of PW4. Ext-6

also mentions the date of examination to be 24.1.12 which is the date

when alleged incident occurred.  There is nothing on record to disbelief

Ext.6 and evidence of the medical officer. 
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As such, from the evidence on record, I find that offence against accused

Bubul  Baruah has been proved u/s 325 IPC but  rest  of  the accused

persons could not be held guilty due to lack of evidence.

Regarding offence u/s 294 IPC, all the PWs are silent. 

11.  In this instant case, the offences u/s 427/325 IPC have been proved

against accused Bubul Baruah. But he has expired and the case against

him was abated vide order dated 15.5.19. However,  prosecution could

not prove offences u/s 147/148/149/294/325/427 IPC against rest of the

accused  persons  namely  Ranjit  Dutta,  Pradip  Dutta  ,  Naren  Baruah,

Pesami  Gogoi, Dherdheri Gogoi, Phula Baruah and Minakhi Baruah and

as such, they deserve acquittal.

12.   It has been held in Rang Bahadur Singh Vs. State of UP, AIR

2000 SC 1209  that the time-tested rule is that acquittal  of  a guilty

should  be  preferred  to  conviction  of  an  innocent  person.  Unless  the

prosecution  establishes  the  guilt  of  the  accused  beyond  reasonable

doubt, a conviction cannot be passed on the accused.

13. In light of the discussions made above, the inevitable conclusion,

therefore  is  that  prosecution  has  failed  to  bring  home  the  charges

levelled against the accused persons namely Ranjit Dutta, Pradip Dutta ,

Naren  Baruah,  Pesami   Gogoi,  Dherdheri  Gogoi,  Phula  Baruah  and

Minakhi Baruah  beyond the pale of reasonable doubt and accordingly,

accused persons are entitled to acquittal.

14. In the result, accused persons namely  Ranjit Dutta, Pradip Dutta ,

Naren  Baruah,  Pesami   Gogoi,  Dherdheri  Gogoi,  Phula  Baruah  and

Minakhi  Baruah   are  acquitted  from  charges  u/s

147/148/149/294/325/427 IPC levelled against them and they are set at

liberty forthwith.

16. Bail bonds furnished on their behalf shall remain in force for a period

of six months.

17.  Given under my hand and seal  of  this  Court  on this  20 th day of

September, 2019.
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18. Case is disposed off hereby on contest.

Dictated and corrected by me:

 (Salma Sultana)                                                  (Salma Sultana)
Sub-Divisional Judicial      Sub-Divisional Judicial
Magistrate (S),Tinsukia     Magistrate (S),Tinsukia

                                                        

Transcribed by

Diganta Dutta (Stenographer)
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ORDER

Accused   Ranjit  Dutta,  Pradip  Dutta,  Naren  Baruah,  Pesami   Gogoi,

Dherdheri Gogoi, Phula Baruah and Minakhi Baruah are present.  

            

Judgment  is  ready  and  has  been  delivered  and  pronounced  in  open

Court.

Accused  Ranjit  Dutta,  Pradip  Dutta  ,  Naren  Baruah,  Pesami   Gogoi,

Dherdheri Gogoi, Phula Baruah and Minakhi Baruah are acquitted from

charges  u/s  147/148/149/294/325/427  IPC  levelled  against  them  and

they are set at liberty forthwith.

Bail bonds furnished on their behalf shall remain in force for a period of

six months.

Given  under  my  hand  and  seal  of  this  Court  on  this  20 th  day  of

September, 2019. 

       

Case is disposed off hereby on contest.

                        

                                                                               

                                                                    (Salma Sultana)
 Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate,

                                                              Tinsukia, Assam
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APPENDIX

1 PROSECUTION EXHIBIT:

    Ext.1- Ejahar
    Ext.2- Seizure list
    Ext.3- Medical report
    Ext.4-  Medical report
    Ext.5-  Medical report
    Ext.6- Medical report
    Ext.7- Forwarding letter for medical treatment of victims
    Ext.8- Sketch map of P.O.
    Ext.9- Chargesheet
    

2 DEFENCE EXHIBITS:

None

3 PROSECUTION WITNESS:

PW1-Smti. Bibha Gogoi
PW2-Kanhayalal Yadav
PW3-Ranjit Gogoi
PW4-Ananta Gogoi
PW5-Biren Gogoi
PW6-Phanidhar Baruah
PW7-Lalit Chutia
PW8-Dr. Gautam Pratim Dutta
PW9-Prafulla Kr. Deka

4 DEFENCE WITNESS:
      None
                                                                                  

                                                               (Salma Sultana)
   Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate(S),

                                                               Tinsukia, Assam


